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Merging Accounts -- The Ins and Outs

Overview
When someone has two accounts (an account is different if the email address is different) with

Arbiter and wants to consolidate them into a single account, it is called a merge.  People end up

with multiple accounts for a variety of reasons, but the most common are that an account is set

up using a new email address, an official registers under a different email than used previously,

or the email is simply mistyped when adding the person into the system.

 

How to Merge Accounts

1. To merge two accounts, sign in to the account that you want to get rid of.  We will be

merging this account into the other account, so this account will be removed from the

system.

2. After signing in, from the account selection page (where the account options are

displayed) click on the 'Update Information' link to the left.  

If you are in only one account then you will jump past the account selection page.  In that

case, you will see a profile tab once you are logged in.  Click on the profile tab.

3. Change the email for this account to match the email adress of the account you want to

keep.  Remember, accounts are unique by email address so when you do this you will get

a message that the account is already in use.....which it is.....by you.

4. At this point you will be prompted for the password of the account you want to keep.  This

is a safeguard to ensure you have access to both accounts before merging them

together.

5. After entering the password and merging the accounts you will be returned to the home

page and you will be signed out.  You are signed out because the account you were

signed into has been removed. 

6. Sign in using the account you kept and you will see everything from both accounts.

Note:  Because we use cookies to keep track of being signed in, occasionally after

merging an account someone can't sign in.  In that case, delete the cache and cookies in

your browser.

 

What Happens When Accounts Are Merged
You probably thought, before going through the steps above, "What's going to happen to my

accounts once I merge them?".  Here are a few quick answers. 
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1. If the two accounts weren't in any of the same groups, then the merge is simple.  It takes
the information from the old account and updates everything in the system that was tied to
that account and ties it to the account you're keeping.  After that the old account is
removed.

2. If the two accounts were both in the same group then it is slightly more complicated. If
only one of the accounts has a certain item, such as a custom field, then we keep that
information.  However, if both accounts have conflicting information then we keep the
information of the account that is going to be kept.

3. Since some information, such as first and last name, are not group specific, the merge
always uses the new account information when possible.

 

Example

Since that's a little complicated, here's an example. 

Jane Doe has two accounts, Jane@OldEmail.com and Jane@NewEmail.com.  She registered
under the new email because she didn't remember that she was still using the old email when
she registered last year.  So she decides to merge the account which is in the same group. See
the table below for what is kept.

Info

Old

Account

New

Account After Merge

First Name Mrs. Jane Jane Jane

Last Name Doe Doe Doe

DOB 1/24/1978 (blank) 1/24/1978

Years of Experience (Custom
Field)

12 14 14

Soccer Ref Rank (blank) 200 200

Phone Number
801-576-
9436 
(Home)

801-576-
1251
(Cell)

Muliple  Phone
Numbers
801-576-9436 (Home)
801-576-1251 (Cell)

 As the table shows, if the New Account (new email) has a value then it is used.  If it isn't in the
system then the old information is transferred over.  In reality, the same logic is used whether the
accounts are both in the same group.  If the accounts aren't in the same group then none of the
information would overlap as in our example above (see Years of Experience in the chart
above).
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